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Missile guidance refers to a variety of methods of guiding a missile or a guided bomb to its intended target.
The missile's target accuracy is a critical factor for its effectiveness. Guidance systems improve missile
accuracy by improving its "Single Shot Kill Probability" (SSKP), which is part of combat survivability
calculations associated with the salvo combat model.
Missile guidance - Wikipedia
An early form of radar guidance was "beam-riding" (BR).In this method, the attacking aircraft directs a narrow
beam of radar energy at the target. The air-to-air missile was launched into the beam, where sensors on the
aft of the missile controlled the missile, keeping it within the beam.
Air-to-air missile - Wikipedia
234 JOHNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 22, NUMBER 3 (2001) 234 2 JO HN S
Standard Missile: A Cornerstone of Navy Theater Air Missile Defense Matthew Montoya tandard Missile is
the primary Navy Fleet anti-air missile system.
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